
 

Google Cloud Issue Summary 
Google Cloud Support - 2020-07-21 

All dates/times relative to US/Pacific 
 
From July 21 at 21:55 to July 22 at 01:14, Google Cloud customers were not able to create, view, or update 
support cases using the Google Cloud Support Center or the Cloud Console, and also were not able to start 
new support chats, for a total duration of 3 hours and 19 minutes. We understand that this issue has impacted 
our valued customers and users, and we apologize to those who were affected. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF IMPACT 
 
Google Cloud and G Suite customers attempting to contact support teams using the Google Cloud Support 
Center (https://enterprise.google.com/supportcenter/) and the Cloud Console 
(https://console.cloud.google.com/support) were not able to open new support cases, view or update existing 
support cases, or start new support chats. Email communication for existing support cases was not affected. 
 
The severity of the issue differed depending on the physical location where servers for internal support services 
were hosted. Customers attempting to create or manage cases were 100% affected for the duration of the issue, 
while most customers that attempted to contact support using the chat feature were unable to due to greatly 
reduced availability. 
 
In addition, the Salesforce REST API may not have been reachable by customer-owned applications that were 
using the Google Public DNS service to resolve hostnames required by the Salesforce REST API during this 
time period. Customers using the Salesforce REST API directly may have been able to mitigate the issue by 
configuring their applications to use a different DNS resolver. 
 
ROOT CAUSE 
 
Background: Google Cloud and G Suite internal support systems integrate with Salesforce using the Salesforce 
REST API to manage support cases. 
 
Starting at 21:55 on July 21, an issue with a private network peering link caused a reduction in network traffic 
between Salesforce and Google. 
 
Ingress packets from some of Salesforce’s DNS nameservers were not able to reach Google services, which 
manifested in timeout errors during DNS resolution when support services needed to make REST API calls to 
Salesforce. Consequentially the internal support systems were not able to use the Salesforce REST API to 
manage customer support cases. 
 
REMEDIATION AND PREVENTION 
 
Google was alerted to an issue by internal monitoring for Salesforce API requests at 22:07 and began 
investigating. 
 
By 22:43 on July 21, the investigation found that DNS resolution was the cause of errors affecting internal 
support applications, and Google engineers covering DNS were contacted to investigate.  
 

https://enterprise.google.com/supportcenter/
https://console.cloud.google.com/support


 

At 22:48, Google contacted Salesforce and started investigating mitigation options by changing the DNS 
configuration used in internal support systems, while investigation progressed in parallel for determining the root 
cause and extent of the DNS response timeouts.  
By 01:14 on July 22, the dependent authoritative nameserver (ns1-ia5.salesforce.com) began to successfully 
respond to DNS requests. 
 
To guard against the issue recurring and to reduce the impact of similar events, we are taking the following 
actions: 

● Ensure that internal support services are able to continue serving requests from hosting locations where 
the Salesforce API is reachable and functional. During the investigation, Google Engineering found that 
some locations were still able to reach the Salesforce API normally and could continue serving normally, 
which could have been candidates to re-route traffic to. 

● Collaboration with Salesforce network engineering team to understand the cause for the network 
peering issue and to identify improvements to prevent any similar recurrence. 

● Collaboration with Salesforce engineering team to ensure that authoritative nameservers for the 
hostnames used for API access adhere to current IETF/RFC requirements pertaining to DNS responses 
and delegation. 

 
Google is committed to quickly and continually improving our technology and operations to prevent service 
disruptions. We appreciate your patience and apologize again for any impact to your organization. We thank you 
for your business. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The G Suite Team 
 


